INTRODUCTION
The double-blind placebo-controlled design is commonly considered the gold standard in research methodology; however, the integrity of the blind may be compromised by subject expectation bias regarding perceived treatment assignment. In the standard blinded trial, participants are told that they have an equal chance of receiving the active drug or placebo. Seemingly harmless, this statement often creates a "guessing set" in which participants attempt to recognize their condition. 1 Typically, participants provide one of three guesses or judgments (i.e., active drug, placebo drug, or unsure) and, consistent with expectancy theory, 2 most tend to behave according to the perceived effectiveness of their judged treatment. 3, 4 The strength of the expectation may be acquired through direct personal experience, suggestion, observational learning, classical conditioning, or treatment-related variables, such as the therapeutic relationship or physiologic changes associated with the agent (e.g., side effects, lack of therapeutic effect). 3, 5 If correct and incorrect judgments are balanced, any expectancy effects should be equally distributed between active and placebo groups. However, if participants are able to correctly identify their treatment assignment, expectancies may be unequally distributed across treatment arms, and the internal validity of the design may be threatened. Furthermore, internal validity is also at risk as any differences observed between the groups cannot be attributed to the pharmacologic agent alone. Therefore, use of the placebo-control design may lead to an overemphasis of the pharmacologic agent's impact, while ignoring the possibility that expectancies may have mediated the relationship. 1 To investigate partiality due to perception of treatment received (i.e., systematic bias), Hughes To date, only a handful of smoking cessation trials utilizing bupropion have reported on blinding integrity [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Results of these trials indicate that 31-72% of participants are able to correctly perceive assignment to bupropion, while 30-47% correctly perceive placebo. However, no published reports have evaluated the effect of perceived assignment on cessation outcomes and treatment effect in ethnic minority populations.
Reducing tobacco use among underserved populations is a national priority. 13, 14 Despite an overall decline in cigarette smoking prevalence in the last few decades, smoking rates are not declining at a pace sufficient to meet the 2010 national health objective, which is to reduce the smoking rate among adults to ≤12%. 14 Among reasons for the slow decline in smoking rates are documented differences in smoking patterns and treatment effectiveness across subpopulations of smokers. 15 For example, although African Americans on average smoke fewer cigarettes per day and are more likely to attempt to quit smoking than European Americans, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] the cessation success rate is lower for African Americans. 18, [20] [21] [22] A number of hypothesized reasons exist to explain these differences, including the observation that African Americans show preference for mentholated and high tar/nicotine cigarettes, inhale more deeply, have higher cotinine levels, [23] [24] [25] and begin smoking later in life compared to European Americans. 23, 26 Because African Americans have lower smoking cessation rates with pharmacological treatments, a better understanding of expectation bias among this high-risk group could provide insight into reasons for differential treatment response in this population.
To further this goal, we analyzed data collected during a randomized clinical trial of bupropion vs. placebo for smoking cessation among African-American smokers. 27 Specifically, we tested the integrity of blinding among participants, examined demographic and tobacco-related factors related to participants' perception (i.e., judgment) of treatment assignment (bupropion vs. placebo vs. uncertain), analyzed the impact of judgment of assignment on week-6 and week-26 cotinineverified quit rates, and examined the potential impact of judgment on treatment effect.
METHODS

Study Design
Briefly, "Kick it at Swope" was a double-blind, placebocontrolled, randomized trial of 600 African-American smokers. 27 Participants either received 150 mg of bupropion SR (n=300) or placebo (n=300) twice daily for 7 weeks starting from 1 week prior to quit date. To mask medication identity, identical-appearing tablets were used. All enrolled participants received brief motivational counseling at quit day, day 3, and at weeks 1, 3, 5, 6, and 7. The primary outcome variable for the study was 7-day point prevalence abstinence at week 26, defined as having smoked "no cigarettes-not even a puff" in the previous 7 days; however, outcomes were also assessed at the end of the treatment phase, week 6. Participants provided written informed consent, and the trial procedures were approved and monitored by the Human Subjects Committee at the University of Kansas Medical Center.
Participants, Screening, and Randomization
Eligible persons described themselves as either "African American" or "Black," were at least 18 years of age, smoked at least ten cigarettes per day, and were interested in quitting in the next 30 days. Those with a contraindication for bupropion SR (e.g., seizure history, excessive alcohol use, bulimia or anorexia nervosa), pregnancy, or use of other forms of tobacco, bupropion, or NRT products in the past 30 days were excluded. Of the 1,498 potential participants screened, 981 were eligible and invited to participate. Sequential enrollment continued until 600 participants were randomized. Randomized participants did not differ in gender, number of years smoked or other demographic, tobacco-related or psychosocial characteristics. They were however, older than those who were eligible but did not return for randomization (44.2 vs. 38.8 years).
Measures
The baseline assessment included measures of demographic and health information, smoking behaviors, and psychosocial variables. At weeks 6 (end of treatment) and 26 (end of study), participants were asked, "Do you think you were given the actual medication Zyban or the sugar pill (placebo)?" Response options included: "Zyban," "Placebo," "some Zyban and some placebo," and "don't know." Given the potential ambiguity inherent in the wording of the final two answer choices (i.e., some of both or unsure), the 92 participants who responded with either of these answer choices were combined into a group labeled "uncertain."
Self-reported abstinence at weeks 6 and 26 were biochemically confirmed with expired carbon-monoxide assessment and discrepancies between self-reported abstinence and CO levels (>10 ppm) were resolved with saliva cotinine analysis (<20 ng/ml).
Data Analysis
Participant Characteristics. Chi-square test and t-test analyses were conducted to identify significant demographic, psychosocial, and tobacco-related differences between those who answered the week-6 judgment question (n=512) and those who did not (n=88).
Integrity of the Blind. Chi-square tests of independence were conducted to determine whether there was a relationship between participants' randomized treatment arm and their judgment of received treatment.
Impact of Judgment on Cessation Outcome and Treatment
Effect. Multiple logistic regression (MLR) was used to examine whether judgment of treatment at week 6 was associated with verified cessation rates. The first model included actual treatment assignment only; the second included judged assignment only as the predictor variable; the third included both judged assignment and actual assignment; and the fourth model included actual and judged assignments, as well as baseline age and cotinine as potential confounds. For ease of interpretation, age was scaled to 10 years, and cotinine was scaled to 150 ng/ml. We further examined potential heterogeneous treatment effects across perceived treatment groups by adding interaction terms between actual and judged assignments to the third and fourth models. Finally, we examined the consistency of judgment of treatment assignment between weeks 6 and 26.
RESULTS
Participants
Overall, participants were predominantly middle-aged (44.7 years, SD 11.2) females (68.6%), who completed at least a high school education (48.4%) and smoked mentholated cigarettes (77.3%) at an average of 19.1 (SD=8.1) cigarettes a day. Chi-square and t-tests comparing those responding to the judgment question (n=512) with those who did not (n=88) found significant group differences in age only. That is, those who answered the judgment question at week 6 were older [44.7 (SD 11.2) vs. 41.6 years (SD=9.8), p=0.017].
Judgment of Treatment Assignment at Week 6
As detailed in Table 1 , of the 512 participants included in the analyses, 253 participants judged their assignment to be bupropion, 167 judged their assignment to be placebo, and 92 were "uncertain." Chi-square and ANOVA analyses identified significant differences among these three groups on income (p<0.0001), marital status (p=0.032), and cotinine levels (p=0.047).
Integrity of the Blind
As detailed in Table 2 , among those who received active bupropion (n=259), 57.9% (n=150) correctly judged receiving active drug; 24.3% (n=63) incorrectly judged receiving placebo agent and 17.8% were uncertain (n=46). Among those who received placebo (n=253), 40.7% (n=103) correctly judged receiving placebo; 41.1% (n=104) incorrectly judged receiving bupropion and 18.2% (n=46) were uncertain. Participants receiving bupropion were significantly more likely to correctly judge their treatment assignment than those receiving placebo (150/259 vs.103/253, p<0.0001).
Association of Judgment and Abstinence Outcomes
Among the 512 participants, 7-day point prevalence abstinence rates at week 26 were 24% in the bupropion group and 16% in the placebo group (p=0.016). Differences in quit rates emerged when judgment of treatment assignment was analyzed. That is, among those on active drug, 7-day point prevalence abstinence rates were 29.3% (44/150) for those who correctly judged bupropion treatment; 14.3% (9/63) for those who incorrectly judged placebo and 21.7% (10/46) among those uncertain. When the uncertain group was ungrouped into "don't know" vs. "some of bupropion and some of both," abstinence rates were 20.6% vs. 25.0%, respectively.
Among those on placebo, abstinence rates were 16.5% (17/103) for those who incorrectly judged bupropion; 11.5% (12/104) for those who correctly judged placebo and 23.9% (11/46) among those uncertain of assignment (p=0.30). When the uncertain group was ungrouped into "don't know" vs. "some of bupropion and some of both," abstinence rates were 25% vs. 21.4%, respectively, (i.e., opposite direction of bupropion above). 
Impact of Judgment on Cessation and Treatment Effect
Univariate analysis (Tables 3 and 4 ; Models 1 and 2) found that both actual treatment assignment and judgment of treatment assignment were significantly associated with week-26 cessation outcomes. That is, the odds of cessation for participants who were assigned bupropion were greater than among participants assigned placebo (OR=1.71, 95% CI: 1.10 to 2.26, p=0.017). The odds of cessation for participants who judged bupropion were greater than participants who judged placebo (OR=2.21, 95% CI: 1.29 to 3.79, p=0.004) and those who were uncertain of their assignment (OR=2.06, 95% CI: 1.05 to 4.01, p=0.034). After controlling for actual assignment (Model 3), judgment of treatment assignment was significantly associated with cessation (OR=2.02, 95% CI: 1.17 to 3.50, p= 0.012). We found no interaction between actual assignment and perceived treatment assignment (p=0.31). But perception did mildly attenuate the treatment effect (decreased by 16%). As depicted in Model 4, after adjusting for actual treatment assignment, age and baseline cotinine levels, participants who judged bupropion were more likely to achieve successful cessation at week 26 than participants who judged placebo (OR=1.85, 95% CI: 1.05 to 3.24, p=0.032). Again, there was not a significant interaction between actual assignment and perceived treatment assignment (p=0.39). We repeated the above analyses on week-6 outcomes and found similar results except higher cessation rates and odds ratios (OR=2.07, 95% CI: 1.29 to 3.33, p=0.002) comparing participants who judged bupropion with participants who judged placebo adjusting for actual treatment assignment, age, and baseline cotinine.
Change in Judgment of Treatment Condition at Week 26
We cross-tabulated the frequencies between judgment of assignment at week 6 and week 26 and found out that 78.8% of participants who judged bupropion at week 6 still believed they were given bupropion at week 26 and 80.0% of participants who judged placebo at week 6 still believed they were given placebo at week 26. However, among those who were uncertain at week 6 (n=78), only 38.5% continued to judge uncertain at week 26. Chi-square test of independence indicated a strong association between judgment of assignment at week 6 and week 26 (p<0.0001).
DISCUSSION
This study's first aim was to determine whether the integrity of the blind design was maintained in this randomized, controlled trial among AA smokers. In our original trial enrolling 600 African-American smokers, we concluded that blinding was successful. 27 That is, at the end of treatment, of participants who returned for the week-26 visit (n=512), 58% (150/259) correctly guessed that they received bupropion SR, and 41% (104/253) correctly guessed they received placebo or were uncertain. However, according to the definition published by Desbiens, 28 if the blind is successful, the rate at which participants correctly judge their treatment arm should be 50%. Among participants believing they had been assigned to either bupropion or placebo, those in the active treatment arm were able to correctly judge that they were receiving active bupropion at a higher rate than by chance (58%). In our trial, fewer participants in the placebo arm correctly judged that they were taking an inactive agent (41%). Thus, participants were equally likely to correctly identify their treatment assignment (41% vs. 41%) but were more likely to correctly guess their assignment to bupropion (58% vs. 24%, respectively). Although participants' ability to accurately discern treatment condition among those in the bupropion arm were similar to that reported by Mooney and colleagues 7 (i.e., 57%), our findings indicate that participants were less likely to correctly identify that they were receiving placebo than prior studies (i.e., 63.6%). These findings indicate that participants who received active bupropion may be more likely to correctly detect treatment condition, thereby suggesting that the integrity of blinding may be compromised in studies utilizing bupropion vs. placebo for smoking cessation. As discussed by Mooney et al. 7 and Kaptchuk, 29 the processes underlying these assumptions remain poorly understood, and more Figure 1 . Quit rates (proportion of group achieving cotinineverified 7-day abstinence at week 26) by actual treatment assignment and judged treatment assignment. For participants receiving buproprion, those who correctly judged bupropion were more likely to have quit than those that incorrectly judged placebo or were uncertain (29.3% vs. 14.3% vs. 21.7%, respectively). Further, among participants receiving placebo, those who incorrectly judged bupropion or correctly judged placebo were less likely to quit than those who were uncertain (16.5% vs. 11.5% vs. 23.9%). Results of chi-square analysis which examined judgment of treatment assignment by actual treatment assignment (p<0.0001) studies need to be conducted before conclusions are made. In our study, it is clear that participants generally formed strong beliefs about which treatment they had received (i.e., only 18% of participants in both groups were uncertain (i.e., thought they were receiving either agents or "did not know"). However, we lack the data to further explore reasons behind these beliefs. We next examined the impact of the blinding failure on our study outcomes. We found no interaction between the treatment effect of bupropion and perceived treatment group, both before and after adjusting for baseline age and cotinine. However, we found that treatment effect of bupropion was attenuated by 16% when judgment was included in the model. Thus, participant expectancy appears to influence actual treatment response. If expectancy attenuates treatment effectiveness, as indicated by our results, perhaps clinical practice guidelines might be designed to encourage patients to believe in therapy.
The study of the indirect and direct placebo effects produced by the physician's attitude toward the patient, treatment and results of treatment has been coined "placebogenics and iatroplacebogenics." 30, 31 The physician's attitude toward treatment (e.g., enthusiasm, conviction, optimism) is a nonspecific factor in most therapies. However, there is ample evidence documenting the important influence the provider can have in encouraging patient optimism for treatment. In their review of placebo effects during pain treatment, Turner and colleagues 32 concluded…"The quality of the interaction between physician and patient can be extremely influential in patient outcomes, and…patient and provider expectations may be more important than specific treatment (p. 1613)." This study's third aim was to examine the impact of judged treatment assignment on smoking cessation outcome rates. Our findings indicate that at week 26, those who judged bupropion had 71% greater odds of quitting than those who judged placebo, regardless of actual medication assignment and after controlling for potential confounds. These findings and those reported in the Mooney 7 meta-analysis suggest that expectations regarding bupropion and placebo may be associated with treatment outcomes and indicate that expectancy bias may be associated with treatment group judgment. Thus, although we can conclude that judgment has an important role in cessation outcome, several factors limit our ability to conclude that judgment of bupropion treatment increased the likelihood of smoking cessation.
First, participants were originally informed that they would be randomly assigned to the placebo or active agent. Thus, it is possible that the response option of "some placebo and some bupropion" may have confused participants and contributed to uncertainty when asked about their judgment. Second, we did not assess preconceived notions about cessation likelihood associated with each condition or participants' belief in the integrity of the study design. As discussed by Mooney and colleagues, 7 the factors thought to influence participants' judgment of treatment assignment remain unclear. However, smoking cessation researchers are advised to carefully script verbiage used to deliver active and placebo agents. Ideally, drug delivery should be accompanied by optimism, enthusiasm, and positive expectancies regarding the effectiveness of the agent. Our failure to assess the exact verbiage used by each counselor dispensing medication and additional factors likely to influence judgment of treatment assignment (e.g., medication side effects, affective response) is also a study limitation. Finally, future studies are encouraged to employ longitudinal designs better equipped to assess expectancy causality.
In conclusion, our results support previous research that expectation bias associated with judgment of treatment assignment is a strong predictor of outcome and confirms this relationship in a smoking cessation trial using bupropion SR among African-American smokers. It is our hope that these findings influence future research investigating mechanisms underlying intervention expectancy among diverse populations. Further, future research might investigate methods by which providers might instill positive expectancy of medical treatment to enhance adherence and clinical outcomes.
